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Goal

• MoBvate	deep	RL	topics	in	the	context	of	transportaBon	
• Drill	deep	into	a	few	specific	example	problems	
• Review	the	space	of	transportaBon	control	problems	
	
Takeaways	
• Deep	RL	is	broadly	applicable	for	transportaBon	problems	



Outline

•  IntroducBon	of	(deep)	RL	topics	via	the	transportaBon	domain	
•  Model-based	RL	
	
•  Inverse	reinforcement	learning	

• What	else	can	we	do?	

•  Driving	
Traffic	signal	control	
•  Road	navigaBon	
Driving	preferences	

	



Tutorial approach

•  Introduce	a	concept	from	(deep)	RL	
•  Give	the	basic	idea	
•  Give	one	key	insight	or	result	
•  Give	well	known	empirical	results	

•  Example	problem	from	transportaBon	
• Repeat	
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Disambigua/ng RL

•  Model-free	RL	
•  Learn	policies	without	knowing	how	the	world	works	(no	direct	access	to	dynamics	p(s’|s,	a))	
•  Most	of	recent	RL	research	

•  Model-based	RL	
•  Use	or	build	a	model	of	the	world	from	data	and	use	it	to	act	(access	to	dynamics	p(s’|s,	a))	

•  ImitaBon	learning	
•  Mimic	or	learn	from	a	teacher	

•  Planners	(e.g.	Monte	Carlo	Tree	Search)	
•  Search	for	acBons	while	knowing	how	the	world	works	(model-based)	
•  Searches	in	discrete	space		

•  OpBmal	Control	
•  Search	for	acBons	while	knowing	how	the	world	works	(model-based)	
•  Search	in	con+nuous	space	

Slide	adapted	from	K.	Fragkiadaki		

Policy	opBmizaBon	(session	2)	

Focus	of	this	next	part	

Closest	to	supervised	learning	
Very	briefly	covered	next	



Model-based RL

• Note:	not	one	method,	but	a	wide	variety	of	possible	approaches	
which	learn	and	make	use	of	a	model	of	the	world	
• Why	learn	the	model?	Good	policies	can	be	exponenBally	hard	to	find	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine	



Task: drive forward

Ac5ons:	
longitudinal	acceleraBon,	
angular	acceleraBon	



Model-based RL: a basic approach (v1.0)

1.  Run	base	policy																			(e.g.	random	policy)	to	collect		
	

2.  Learn	dynamics	model														to	minimize	
3.  Plan	through															to	choose	acBons	

4.  Execute	those	acBons	and	add	the	resulBng	data																							to	dataset	
	

Also	called	system	idenBficaBon	(in	classical	control)	
	
		

Could	use	opBmal	control	(if	conBnuous),	
Could	use	Monte	Carlo	tree	search	(if	discrete),	
etc.	etc.	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine	
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What if we make a mistake? 

•  v1.0:	

•  v1.5:	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine	



Replanning w/ model predic/ve control (MPC) (v1.5)

1.  Run	base	policy																			(e.g.	random	policy)	to	collect		
	

2.  Learn	dynamics	model														to	minimize	
3.  Plan	through															to	choose	acBons	
4.  Execute	the	first	planned	acBons,	observe	resulBng	state	s’	(MPC)	
5.  Add	the	resulBng	data																	to	dataset			
	

	
	
	
			

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine	
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Can	backprop	to	select	
acBons	via	iteraBve	
linear	quadraBc	
regulator	(iLQR)	



Backprop directly into the policy (MPC) (v2.0)

1.  Run	base	policy																			(e.g.	random	policy)	to	collect		
	

2.  Learn	dynamics	model														to	minimize	

3.  Backprop	through															to	opBmize		
4.  Run																and	add	the	resulBng	data																	to	dataset			
	
	
	
	
			

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine	
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Model-based (vs model-free RL)

•  Low-complexity	model	
• Works	very	well	(classical	control	and	roboBcs)	
•  Low-complexity	models	are	easier	to	learn,	easier	to	write	down	
•  Can	do	search	/	opBmal	control	/	MPC	(all	model-based)	
•  Can	even	do	model-free	RL	(using	the	model	as	a	simulator)	

• High-complexity	model	
•  Intractable	to	learn	the	model	from	samples	
•  Search	/	opBmal	control	/	MPC	(all	model-based)	don’t	work	well	
•  So,	can	only	do	model-free	RL	(for	now)	

•  For	simple	policies:	can	hope	to	find	a	good	policy	
•  For	hard	policies:	acBve	research	

Let’s	see	an	example	from	traffic	control…	



Mul/-agent traffic signal control: setup
[Wiering,	ICML,	2000]	

•  48	traffic	lights,	20	queue	posiBons,		
10	desBnaBons	
• Reward:		

•  1	if	vehicle	i	can	move	
•  0	otherwise	

• Direct	access	to	transiBon	funcBon:		
a	lookup	table	for	each	vehicle	i	
	

• Algorithm:	value	iteraBon	(per	vehicle)	
	

Pi(lightt+1, post+1|got, dest, lightt, post)



Traffic signal control: low-complexity model?

• Most	transiBons	have	
probability	zero!	
•  Each	car	can	only	stay	or	move	
forward,	can’t	jump	across	map	

• Model-based	RL	can	take	
advantage	of	this	
•  The	resulBng	Bellman	update	
equaBon	is	tractable	

[Wiering,	ICML,	2000]	

Q(S,A) =
X

S0

P (S,A, S0)(R(S, S0) + �V (S0))

2	terms:	vehicle	stays	or	goes	forward	



Traffic signal control

• Results:	 • Model	re-use:	
can	learn	one	model	for	
mulBple	reward	funcBons	
•  Minimize	wait	Bme	
•  Minimize	queues	

• Co-learning:	
can	learn	one	model	for	
mulBple	types	of	agents	
•  Traffic	lights	
•  Vehicles	

[Wiering,	ICML,	2000]	

Baseline	

Model-	
based	RL	

One	more	advantage	of	model-based	RL!	
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Inverse reinforcement learning

•  Also	called:	inverse	opBmal	control	
•  Challenge:	

•  Reward	funcBons	are	not	always	provided	
•  True	reward	funcBons	may	be	too	complicated	to	provide	

•  Sources	of	complicaBons:	
•  MulBple	agents	
•  Agent	heterogeneity	
•  Time	/	weather	/	events	/	network	disrupBons	/	other	context	
•  Human	preferences,	e.g.	comfort,	trust	

•  Key	idea:	perhaps	we	can	learn	the	reward	funcBon	using	data	collected	
from	“experts”	(o6en	called	demonstraBons)	



Task: road naviga/on

• Goal:	modeling	rouBng	preferences	and	desBnaBons	of	drivers	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine,	C.	Finn	

Likely	routes	
Unlikely	routes	

1)	Why	is	this	problem	hard?	2)	How	do	we	formalize	learning	of	preferences?	



Task: road naviga/on

• Goal:	modeling	rouBng	preferences	and	desBnaBons	of	drivers	
• Approach:	maximum	entropy	w/	hand-designed	features	for	learning	
to	navigate	in	urban	environments	based	on	taxi	cab	GPS	data	
• Challenge:	collected	data	(e.g.	GPS)	is	inherently	noisy	and	imperfect	
• GiganBc	problem:		
•  300K	states	(links)	
•  900K	acBons	(turns)	

•  Factors:	
•  Time,	safety,	stress,	fuel	costs,	
maintenance	costs,	etc.	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine,	C.	Finn	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	



Wait. Why not just mimic the behavior?

• One	approach:	mimic	the	expert	(behavior	cloning,	imitaBon	learning)	
• However:	
•  The	expert	behavior	may	not	be	precisely	opBmal	
•  May	not	capture	the	salient	aspects	of	the	behavior	
•  No	hope	to	generalize	to	unseen	situaBons	

• Can	we	instead	learn	what	the	expert	is	trying	to	achieve?	



Inverse RL: context

“Forward”	RL	
• Given:	
•  States	s,	acBons	a	
•  Dynamics	p(s’|s,	a)	(someBmes)	
•  Reward	funcBon	r(s,	a)	

• Goal:	
•  Learn	opBmal	policy	π*(a|s)	

Inverse	RL	
• Given:	
•  States	s,	acBons	a	
•  Dynamics	p(s’|s,	a)	(someBmes)	
•  Samples	from	π*	(expert	data)	

• Goal:	
•  Recover	reward	funcBon	rφ(s,	a)	
•  Learn	opBmal	policy	π*(a|s)	

Slide	adapted	from	S.	Levine,	C.	Finn	

(Kalman	‘64,	Ng	&	Russell	’00)	

•  Can	we	instead	learn	what	the	expert	is	trying	to	achieve?	

parameters	

model-based	vs	model-free	



Inverse RL

•  Note:	Inverse	RL	is	underspecified	
•  Each	policy	can	be	opBmal	for	many	reward	funcBons	
•  Many	policies	lead	to	the	same	sample	or	feature	counts.	
•  Example	(driving):	copying	an	expert	-vs-	minimizing	travel	Bme	

• What	does	subopBmality	mean?	
•  Example	(driving):	close	to	copying	expert,	but	not	quite	-vs-	close	to	minimizing	travel	Bme	

•  Next:	probabilisBc	approach	to	learning	reward	funcBons	(maximum	entropy)	
[Ziebart,	et	al.,	AAAI,	2008]	
•  A	lot	of	work	builds	on	this,	let’s	learn	the	foundaBons	
[Finn,	et	al.,	2016]	[Wulfmeier,	et	al.,	2016]	[Ho,	et	al.,	2016]	[Finn,	ChrisBano,	et	al.,	2016]	



Algorithm: maximum entropy inverse RL

• Called	MaxEnt	
• AssumpBon:	the	reward	of	a	trajectory	is		
expressed	as	a	linear	combinaBon	of	
feature	vectors	

	
• Based	on	the	principle	of	maximum	entropy	(Jaynes	1957):	
probability	of	a	trajectory	demonstrated	by	the	expert	is	
exponenBally	higher	for	higher	rewards	than	lower	rewards	

Adapted	from	Y.	Lu	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	

NotaBon:	



MaxEnt: objec/ve

•  Given:	expert	trajectories	(e.g.	
taxicab	GPS)	
•  ObjecBve:	maximize	the	likelihood	
of	the	expert	trajectories	

•  DerivaBon:	
	

	
	
	
	
	
		

Adapted	from	Y.	Lu	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	NotaBon:	

M is number of trajectories

Z is the normalization term Z =

X

⇣

eR(⇣)

Maximum	
entropy	
principle	



MaxEnt

• Result:	

•  The	objecBve	is	convex!	So	we	can	solve	via	gradient	descent.	
•  The	gradient	is	

	
•  Just	need	to	compute	state	visitaBon	frequency		

Adapted	from	Y.	Lu	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	NotaBon:	

M is number of trajectories

Z is the normalization term Z =

X

⇣

eR(⇣)

p(s|✓)



MaxEnt: final algorithm

1.  IniBalize	reward	feature	weights				,	gather	expert	trajectories		
2.  Solve	for	opBmal	policy														wrt	intermediate	reward																

via	value	iteraBon	
3.  Solve	for	state	visitaBon	frequencies	
4.  Compute	gradient	

5.  Update					via	a	gradient	step	of		

✓ D

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	

Slide	adapted	from	Y.	Lu,	S.	Levine,	C.	Finn	

⇡(a|s) r̃✓(s, a)

p(s|✓)

✓



Results: road naviga/on

• Comparison:	different	models’	abiliBes	to	match	most	likely	path	
predicBons	to	withheld	paths	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	

average	%	of	
distance	matching	

%	examples	where	>90%	
of	paths’	distances	match	



Results: road naviga/on

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	

Learned	costs	of	turns	 Learned	costs	of	different	road	types		

(note:	costs	normalized	to	seconds)	



MaxEnt

• Basic	idea:	iterate	
•  Solving	(opBmally)	an	MDP	with	intermediate	rewards	
•  CollecBng	new	samples	to	update	the	reward	via	maximum	entropy	principle	

•  Strengths	
•  scales	to	neural	network	costs	(overcomes	the	drawbacks	of	linear	costs)	
•  efficient	enough	for	real	robots	

•  LimitaBons		
•  requires	repeatedly	solving	the	MDP	(per	iteraBon)	
•  assumes	known	dynamics	

Adapted	from	Y.	Lu,	C.	Finn	

[Ziebart,	et	al,	AAAI,	2008]	
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Deep RL and transporta/on

• Driving	(dynamics)	
• Driving	(route	preferences)	
• DesBnaBon	modeling	
•  Traffic	light	control	

• What	else?	



Transporta/on as RL

•  State	representaBon	
•  Network	structure	(graph	structure)	
•  Agents	posiBons,	speeds,	desires	
(discrete	and	conBnuous)	

•  Cameras,	loop	detectors,	cell	
phones,	weather	

•  …	

•  AcBon	representaBon	
•  Vehicles	(conBnuous,	also	discrete)	
•  Traffic	signals,	ramp	meters	
(discrete)	

•  Roadway	signage	(discrete,	natural	
language)	

•  Bus	schedules	(discrete,	
constrained)	

•  Routes	(combinatorial)	
•  Road	direcBonality	
•  Toll	prices	
•  …	

Open	quesBon:	what	are	suitable	representaBons?	 More	on	this	
in	Session	6!	



Key takeaways

• Model-based	RL:	potenBal	for	huge	efficiency	gains	by	taking	
advantage	of	the	structure	of	problems	(e.g.	traffic	light	control)	
•  Inverse	RL:	maximum	entropy	(MaxEnt)	is	a	probabilisBc	approach	to	
modeling	preferences,	aka	learn	a	reward	funcBon,	inverse	RL	(e.g.	
driver	route	preferences)	
• RL	already	has	a	history	in	transportaBon!	
• Deep	RL	is	broadly	applicable	for	a	wide	range	of	transportaBon	
control	and	decision	making	problems	



Suggested readings

• CS294-112	Deep	Reinforcement	Learning,	UC	Berkeley	
• Wiering,	M.	A.	"MulB-agent	reinforcement	learning	for	traffic	light	
control."	ICML.	2000.	
•  Ziebart,	Brian	D.,	et	al.	"Maximum	Entropy	Inverse	Reinforcement	
Learning."	AAAI.	2008.	


